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The recent flurry of writing on Russian politics, nationalism and Alexander Dugin shows the
contemptible inability of western savants to apprehend any idea beyond the cliche's of stagnant neo-

liberalism. Worse, “Russia specialists” in academia are now tripping over themselves trying to
“analyze” Dugin and the Eurasianist idea. Bereft of the vocabulary to understand the concept, they

merely apply fashionable labels from western political thought onto Russia in a pathetic and
pretentious attempt to show how “dangerous” such ideas are to “European values.”

Reading A. Toynbee, especially Volumes IV-VI of his Study of History, lead one to 
question both the “civilizational” fundament and, later, his “higher religion.” The problems 
are not that, at such a level of analysis, he is inaccurate. Such an epic level of perspective 
cannot be held to the sharp standards of accuracy that a study of, say, the state of New 
Hampshire might be subject. The very nature of such a sweeping history means that, in the 
main, he might be seen as “more or less” on the right track. That is as far as one can go. 
However, that begs the question, since the very concept of such an epic orientation is open to 
doubt.

Equally sweeping is the general criticism of P. Sorokin and others, namely, that such a
view of history is problematic because it isolates a few variables from the rest, making them 
extremely important. This means that others are minimized. This criticism gains force to the 
extent that one sees the knowledge required for any epic vista of history to work at all. One 
cannot know that much about global history to come to such conclusions. Those specializing 
in an element of a civilization (such as Hellenistic aesthetics) will easily annihilate sweeping 
generalizations. Hegel's desire to label entire epochs of history with one word means that 
such an approach cannot be true; unless one is willing to reduce epochs of civilization to 
slogans about them.

In the case of this present author, the concern has been to refuse such grand historical 
panoramas and focus instead on a single nation, or elements within a nation that lend 
themselves to detailed study. There, the actual living conditions of real people can be 
analyzed. The sweep of Toynbee, Hegel or Marx is interesting, but if the result is to then 
force all societies to follow that general model, then they should be left unread. Few deny the 
ability of Eric Voegelin, but again, outside of specialized studies on Plato or Marx, Voegelin's 
sweep is such as to make it interesting, but a fatal temptation to the study of actual historical 
life.

This preface is needed because the Eurasians fall into the same problem. They too, 
deal in civilizational norms, though their interest is very specific: defining the Atlantian 
civilization as against the Russian one. At the level of elite society, this is useful. Western 
elites, generally speaking, are of one mind in their commitment to science, secularism, 
individualism (in theory), capitalism, positivism and empire. There is nothing strange about 
this. Toynbee, in areas in which he is well schooled (such as Greek antiquity), becomes 
extremely important. When he generalizes this experience to medieval Hindustan, however, 
he becomes less tenable.

Identity and foreign policy go hand in hand. Domestic and foreign policies are closely



linked. In Russia's case, her sense of corporate selfhood has changed radically since the fall 
of the Marxist empire in the early 1990s. Russia's foreign policy has changed as her global 
status has changed, and the debate among the different factions of Russian life has dominated
her foreign policy. The purpose in this paper is to define, in specific terms, the nature of a 
Russian, Eurasianist foreign policy. Eurasianism is a popular foreign policy idea in elite 
Russian circles and therefore, must be taken very seriously by scholars (Shlapentokh, 2007).

Russia is a state and nation. It is also a broader based civilization taking in many 
ethnic groups to herself. This means that its values and virtues are far more than the result of 
specific historical conditions, but are, in some sense, eternal virtues that give life meaning. 
There are “civilizational” values that take what is crucial in those nations the civilization 
encompasses. These are not ethnic groups (which are much smaller) but refer to “imperial” 
ideologies that can rule many different groups and are formulated precisely to justify the rule 
of a large and diverse policy. Examples of such civilizations might be Chinese, Indian or 
African. These go beyond historical experience and are supposed to contain greater truths.

The concept of a “Russian civilization” undergirds the vision of the Russian 
Eurasianists. This is both a political theory and a source of foreign policy decisions. The 
“imperial mission” of a society is not about local values, but cosmic ideas. In politics, these 
“imperial ideologies” serve as the foundation of global rule.

Eurasianism as foreign policy refers to Russian geopolitical space. Russia is a 
“cosmos,” it takes smaller “solar systems” under its wing to create a loose federation of allied
nations and states. In some instances, it rejects the very notion of “nation-statism” in that a 
true civilization can be only a federation, not a state. 

I. Ideological History of Eurasianism
Prior to the well known Alexander Dugin, Eurasianism has a rich ideological heritage 

unknown to those who cannot read Russian. PM Bitsilli (1953) took a broad look at global 
history. “Rhythm” is specific to a people. It is dialectical both in that it is becoming (rather 
than being) and takes the familiar trinity as undifferentiated unity – fragmentation – reflective
unity. This also was essential to the metaphysics of Karsavin. Rhythms differ radically, but 
they still partake of the same formula.

Finally, inertia is the third element. Dialectic, rhythm and inertia govern the historical 
process. Tribal life is unreflective, yet, historical forces and local conditions force a chaotic 
mixing of tribes that are more or less compatible. Finally, in the construction of the ethnos, a 
reflective unity is created as conditions now exist for reason, thought and the development of 
the historical person.

In his “Tragedy of Russian Culture,” Bitsilli takes the common Eurasian position that 
“progress” and “history” are both loaded and ideological terms which contrast all existence 
with that of the west. That is to say, the lineal development of mechanized and commercial 
capitalism is the standard of global development. For Bitsilli, culture is the “self-disclosure” 
of the personality en masse. It is an overcoming of history in the sense that this self persists 
through time. 

PN Savitsky (1968) focused his research on the primordial argument for national, that 
is, ethnic development. Tribes mix together to form ethnicities. This mixing is not arbitrary, 
but can only take place among groups who share significant elements in common. This 
mixing, further, is also not arbitrary due to its context. As is common in this doctrine, climate,
topography and local resources are extremely significant in the development of a 
decentralized tribal life into early forms of ethnic groups. Organizations of peoples, as they 
come out of their tribal background, take from local conditions. Thus, territory is significant 
and becomes a part of the development of the national unit. 



The soil literally is incorporated into the flesh of the people. Local resources, soil 
conditions and the general environment become a part of the physical makeup of ethnicities. 
Soil conditions are aspects of topography in that they are dependent on it. The ethnic group 
then becomes like its surroundings: an organic whole.

Ethnicities developing near the shoreline, all other things equal, develop into 
mercantile states. They think globally in terms of markets and resources.  Russia, on the other
hand, is a land and forest based community and does not, as a result, develop the trading ethic
to the extent that the Greeks or Phoenician have. This is not to argue that these conditions 
determine outcomes. They only provide dispositions.

Savitsky stresses that the Mongol occupation was not destructive for Russia, but quite 
the opposite. The Horde was a culturally advanced people who protected Russia from the 
inroads of western religious ideology. All occupied lands, so Savitsky and Most Eurasians 
would argue, did well under Mongol administration. 

In terms of politics, Savitsky argues that linear progress is a myth. Social organisms 
run in cycles, repeating some basic institutions but adding and subtracting others. The state, 
in the sense of its Cultural Constitution, requires a unity of religion and basic moral 
foundations in order to carry out even minimal tasks. The cultural and religious unity 
obviates the need for a strong state, administratively speaking.

Most importantly, Savitsky argued as early as 1928 that the future belongs to Asia. 
After World War I and storm clouds brewing over Europe, this was not a ludicrous idea. It is 
even more significant now. The simple idea that can be drawn from the prophetic words of 
Savitsky is that Europe destroyed itself in two world wars, went broke during the “Cold War”
and, as of 2014, has little to offer the east. To reject “Europe” is to make a realistic judgment 
about the state of their finances, elites and economic foundations.

Of course, the most significant Eurasianist, and the most verbose, is Alexander Dugin.
His work is generally more esoteric than the rest, arguing that the ancient symbolism of east 
and west points to two sorts of civilization: the sea based and the land based. What makes 
Dugin attractive to those who can read the language is his use of Plato to ground a new vision
of the nation and its context, the civilization.

What the west lacks is the concept of higher meanings. Nominalism and positivism, 
the two official ideologies of western thought (in general) see objects per se. Nominalism 
argues that there are no necessary connections among things in society or nature, there are 
merely individual acts, people or institutions. Dugin, using Plato, argues that the “object” is 
merely phenomenal, not real. “Realism” is the view, assumed by positivism and nominalism, 
that there are two entities only: the observer and the observed. This is naive because there can
be no way to prove the existence of actual objects solely based on perception.

The nominal has no purpose. They are random individual things that might form a 
system for “mutual advantage.” Its social applications are obvious. However, to oversimplify,
objects and particulars exist only in a context, and that context soon becomes the All, or the 
single set of relations that make up the cosmos. Each is dependent on all. Dugin's critique of 
the west, given this simplistic model, is that western man has been trained to see objects as 
“facts,” brute givens that are only provided with meaning by man, and that usually refers to a 
political or scientific elite. All is reduced to the “practical,” and as a result, all meaning is 
lost.

The west replaced natural law with markets. Markets took science and make it an 
appendage of commercial dominance. The concept of pure mechanism, the product of the 
Renaissance, was to create a world, one imposed upon the real one, that reduced matter to a 
machine that can be taken apart and put back together in the form of man-made technology. 
This is the essence of capitalism (and has no relation to the market model). Capitalism is 
based on egocentricity, the denial of private property except for the few, and, perhaps most 



important, that morals and culture have no place in “rational” economics.
Socialism is quite similar. It is obsessed with technology, science and production as 

ends in themselves. Power may be reached by different means, but it all comes down to 
economics. Capitalism and socialism depend, not on intelligence, but on deviousness. The 
Marxist critique of capital is correct as far as it goes. Economics is inherently historical, 
egocentrism can never create stability and capital functions by using labor as a tool.

These are not the only options. Eurasianism, as economics, is based on the concept 
that economics is not a field in itself. It may not make its own rules, but is subordinated to the
common good of the community. Competition always has a place, but so does cooperation. 
Production is culturally specific in nearly every way, only that globalization has gone very far
in standardizing its methods.

Nations exist. They create states. However, with the possible exception of great states 
such as Russia and China, autarky is not rational. Regionalism is the response. For Dugin, 
several civilizational spaces exist: Eurasia, Africa, the Far East and Europe. These are now 
the actors in history. Nations retain their autonomy within their civilizational space, but the 
regionalism of Dugin seeks to retain the gains made by globalization while retaining local 
and regional sovereignty. The result is a multipolar world.

Globalization is western ideology and scientific culture masquerading as “reason” 
itself; as science per se. It is the rebirth of Atlantis, the necropolis, the world of Twilight, or 
unreality. Both Dostoevsky and Gogol used these metaphors to describe St. Petersburg. 
Atlantis lives on, deriving from the Phoenicians, and leading to the ruse of Venice in the High
Middle Ages, then concluding with the English and institutionalized as a “global ideology” 
under the US. 

II. Basic Concepts of Eurasianism and the West
The discussion above does not even scratch the surface of the richness of Eurasian 

thought. It is a summary of some of the Russian-language literature. In a more understandable
way, much of the Eurasian idea can be summarized in these points:

1. Communitarianism against nominalism. Identities are necessarily collective.
2. Non-alignment in global affairs.
3. Eurasianism holds that while nations exist, they are not self-contained. The political 

unit is the civilization, which is a federation of complimentary nations.
4. Culture is the essential tie among people in a nation or civilization. The quantifiable 

aspects of rule are highly limited and secondary. 
5. Russians are not Europeans, or at least not entirely European. Russians are mixtures 

of Slav, Mongol and Turkish blood that help inform their genetics. This means that 
Russians are genetically related to the Caucasian and some Central Asian peoples. In 
addition, this “third world” blood makes the Russians an ideal intermediary between 
Asia and Europe, or even Europe and the third world. (cf. Shlapentokh, 2007 for 
greater detail) 

6. The state (in its true sense as the cultural collective) should put its stamp on the 
economy. In general, public-private ownership mixes are essential for larger and 
strategic industry, while private ownership remains for small business. 

 
The Eurasian idea is one that both defines those within it as well as excludes those 

without. In this case, the “other” is the “West.” In the broadest of terms, the cardinal ideas of 
the West are these:

1. Egocentrism manifest as abstract rights rather than function, station or vocation. 



Rights are more rhetorical and strategic than real.
2. Democracy as necessarily proceeding from nominalism. This is not merely a 

“procedure” but a state of affairs. Democracy exists when liberalism does.
3. Materialism and secularism in public and economic life. In general, since rights have 

no discernible origin, utilitarianism becomes the official ideology by default. 
4. Liberal Messianism is crucial: liberalism needs to be imposed by force.
5. The west defines “state” as that which is bureaucratic and administrative.  
6. Liberal rhetoric sounds merely procedural. This is to mask the ideological core of 

liberalism which is essentially totalitarianism.
7. Politicians serve as window dressing for economic elites. When the economy fails, the

politicians, who control nothing, are said to be at fault.
8. Evolution is part of the west's official ideology. It serves to a) secularize society, but 

more importantly, b) justify colonialism, industrial capitalism and “competition.”
9. “Rationality” is defined in purely economic terms.
10. “Science” and the “scientific establishment” are treated as identical. Science is 

defined as that which deals with formal and quantitative properties. This, in turn, is 
identical with the concept of “intelligibility.”

11. Liberalism rejects the “nation” as fiction, yet, holds formal quantity, the “international
community,” and the isolated ego as palpable realities. 

These two views of the world are antithetical. The west views itself as the apex of 
human liberty while seeing the east as in need of western assistance.  Evolution is leading the 
world to the western idea, which was the purpose of the Darwinian system from the 
beginning. It is no accident that this view of the world arose from the height of English 
colonial rule and industrial development. Capitalism sees the world merely as a series of 
markets or resource bases to control. Peoples are treated in purely quantitative terms. 

Representative government, which is radically distinct from “democracy,”is an 
important factor in Eurasianist thought. The Eurasianist movement evaluates the 
“democracy” ethic as being a mask for economic power. Elections are competitive races 
among economic factions speaking for “the people,” a collective abstraction that does not 
exist.  A strong Russian executive can help filter the demands of the monied class and seek 
the common good. Putin's approach has mirrored this demand (Shlapentokh, 2007).

“Russian pluralism” is a vision that motivates Russian domestic policy (Tolz, 1998). 
Eurasianism as a political theory revolves around the concept of civilization over ethnos. A 
pluralist society would imitate the look of a federation, using the most significant elements of
nationalism without its tribal negatives. A Russian Eurasianism stresses the fundamental 
autonomy of these ethnic groups within a broader state, and these different groups would 
maintain a large degree of independence.

Russia under Vladimir Putin has been a strong supporter of the non-aligned 
movement. This movement seeks to improve the condition of the third world and build a 
global society based on the independence of nation states. This idea is a direct attack on 
westernism. At the same time, larger states that are in various stages of development have 
taken the lead from one time to another, including Indonesia, Russia and India. This just 
means that these countries on the periphery of development have the size and potency to 
wring concessions from the central states such as England or Japan (Shulman, 2005). in 
Russian Eurasianism, the main foreign element is the “multipolar” world shared by the non-
aligned movement and its dedication to alter global capitalism and westernism.

This “non-aligned” idea is central to Eurasianism in that the west, given their “New 
World Order” and “End of history” rhetoric, is implying that it and it alone has the right to 
shape the rules of the political game. It is not so much that these rules have been deduced 



from democratic elections and hence enforced, they are the rules that govern elections. 
Eurasianists make quite a bit of fuss about this distinction. Democracy is just as much a set of
results as a set of processes (Nikitin, 2005). Russian Eurasianism and the non-aligned 
movement are closely related.

Russia cannot be considered as a “developed” or “developing” country since those 
terms imply an absolute standard.  The Soviet use of domestic force to rapidly develop heavy 
industry (that may or may not have been appropriate for the time) makes her a developed 
country, though one that did not develop according to the typical pattern of European states. 
In fact, Russia's industrialization drive in the 1960s and 1970s might (with some adjustments)
be a model for the third would that wants to see a great state presence in the economy rather 
than just profit-seeking businessmen. Since Russia can be seen as the “periphery” of the 
European Union, she shares some elements in common with the third world.

In the (2010) work of Kazakh President Narsultan Nazarbayev, the above concepts are
restated in a way more congenial to the development of Central Asia. His essential political 
theory can be summarized in five points:

1. A strong, independent state is required for both development and sovereignty over 
resources. “Self-regulated” development is part of the concept of independence, since 
anything else would give development priorities to others. The public good should 
always take precedence over private profit.

2. Within any Eurasian Union, a specific Central Asian bloc needs to be formed to focus 
on issues concerning this region. This is a part of Nazarbayev's emphasis on 
Eurasianism being practical and loose rather than federative (see below).

3. Free trade should focus on regions and culturally similar peoples. Central Asia is a 
good example. Free trade should be pursued with common policies on substantial 
economic issues. Its purpose is to keep foreign forces out of the area. In areas where 
Central Asia is impacted the most, even other members of the union, such as Russia, 
should stand aside.

4. Any decision made by the Central Asian Union, as well as, presumably, any Eurasian 
Union including Russia, will require a 4/5 vote. 

5. Slowly, regional groupings will consolidate basic laws on development policy. 

Nazarbayev's main concern is a practical one: the modernization of the Central Asian 
states with no reciprocal duties in any specific direction. His view is guarded and cautious 
due to his concern for Kazakh independence as well as its stress on modernization. In fact, 
convergence is not an issue here except as a matter of fiscal law, and he goes out of his way 
to stress that there is no single ideology nor any sense of unitarism. While this is consistent 
with Eurasianism, Nazarbayev's emphasis on practical economic programs aimed at 
modernization is not.

Even more, he stresses that, in terms of basic policy, each state within the union 
should retain the option to remove itself from any law it deems problematic. At best, The 
Kazakh program is based on a loose structure. Since there is no “doctrine” of Eurasianism on 
these matters, it remains an open question. In general, Eurasianists remain national in their 
focus.

The problem which Nazarbayev points out is that the states to be a part of this Union 
are far from homogeneous, and remain at different levels of development. Hindrances to any 
union he sees as primarily based on a lack of strategy. There is no method of dispute 
resolution, nor does there seem to be any connection among ministers dealing with these 
issues and their own governments. 

Relative to currency, the President argues that it needs to be based explicitly on 



production and the development needs of the societies involved. While it should be kept out 
of the hands of private bankers, no specific state should control it either. He advocates that all
branches of government be involved in currency decisions, since these are so essential to 
economics and development. Keeping the currency out of the hands of speculators seems to 
imply that he wants the regional currency non-convertible.

III. Concepts in Eurasian Foreign Policy
In the work of Professor Vera Tolz, there are three basic concepts of Russian 

Eurasianism that can serve as the basis of foreign policy. In all cases, the idea of the USSR 
lies at the root. The USSR was an empire promising basic independence for each of its 
republics. In other words, the official position was that all ethnic organizations under the 
Soviet system were to be permitted autonomy within the broader society. This approach, 
thought honored only in the breach, is very close to Eurasianism. These views Tolz calls 
“revisionist” in that they seek to challenge the west and its increasing hegemony in various 
ways:

1. The USSR was a noble enterprise that went awry. This was because the Bolsheviks 
thought they could run the country from a central source. This was incorrect and led 
to tremendous distortions in the economy. The USSR needs to be reborn, but on a far 
more decentralized and humanitarian basis.

2. Russian civilization can develop along the lines of a limited federation of Russia, 
Ukraine and Belarus. 

3. The third concept is traditional ethno-nationalism, where the state develops to 
incorporate all Russian speakers contiguous to her borders. 

Dugin, in his essay on Nikolai Trubetskoy, argues that both the tsarist and liberal 
approaches to the USSR are incorrect. He argues that Bolshevism derives directly from the 
revolutionary state pioneered by Peter I, and the Petrograd bureaucracy that failed to connect 
with the broader population. They accepted Bolshevism because it was a “vague, 
unconscious, blind and desperate desire to return to Old Russia, prior to the 'Romano-German
yoke.” At the same time, the Eurasian idea rejects this movement as secular and anti-
traditionalist. It was the westernization of the Russian elite, rather than any alien imposition 
on society, that served as the model for the revolution. In other words, the alien regime 
existed from the early 18th century onward.

Trubetskoy saw the USSR as a basically positive phenomenon because it unified the 
Eurasian plain and maintained a multinational state dedicated to a unified economic end.  In 
addition, in doing battle with western imperialism, it served to weaken the west's stranglehold
over most of the planet. Finally, in protecting Russians against the west, the USSR, despite 
itself, preserved much of Old Russia.

While often not mentioned in English, the Eurasian idea derives from the Old Belief. 
As this writer has also written, the Old Rite is representative of pre-Petrine Russia, and this 
state, given its limited resources, made war on the church no less systematically than the 
Bolsheviks. After Nikon, the close association of the church with the bureaucracy made the 
love of Orthodoxy dependent on the love of the state. 

While exaggerated, this is essentially true; the deposition of Nikon left Alexis in 
charge, only very soon after to permit Peter and the Germanic ruling class later to purge all 
national elements of the church. The followers of Alexis saw the Old Rite as ignorant fanatics
and themselves, increasingly, as Enlightened westerners. The fact that the atheist and 
materialist Theophan Prokopovytch was placed in charge of reorganizing the Russian church 
under Peter shows just how far this process went.



These three visions are about recreating Russia as a powerful civilization on the ruins 
on both the USSR and the democratic capitalism of Yeltsin. These three concepts are different
ways of making it legitimate. All three of these are anti-western in that they reject the liberal 
cosmopolitanism that serves to justify western expansion. None of these three are specifically
economic, but use culture and political to situate economic development. Economics for the 
Eurasianist is but an aspect of the broader political idea (Tolz, 1998).

In a recent review of Empire (2000), by A. Negri and M. Hardt, Alexander Dugin 
remarks:

The essence of empire is corruption. Corruption, as destruction, is the 
antithesis of construction; it is a usurper. Empire is the perennial contagion in 
world history; it destroys life, but it does so through a highly complex and 
subtle system of control based on man's base desires, individuality and 
freedom. As intellectual work is today crucial, the nature of production has 
changed. If the mind is the main means of production, then the machine and 
the brain slowly merge. On the other hand, new technologies such as the 
computerization of technique, have become an indispensable aspect of the 
human body, and soon, these two will also merge. . . Empires are not imposed 
from without, but they slowly create mental dependencies that tie man into 
their networks. These gradually serve as our sources of information that 
integrate ourselves economically, legally and psychologically. This implies a 
total loss of identity. 

The connection between the physical world and the its mental analogue is common 
enough in western criticism, most famously in the early 20th century work of Bernard 
Bosanquet. Contrary to a naive realism, structures of social life and the means of their 
justification soon become organizing principles in the mind. This is the problem with recent 
work on Dugin and Eurasianism, these structures cannot manage the nature of the Eurasian 
critique of the western world.

IV. Eurasianism and Domestic Policy
Building a new Russian nation with its own specific interests in the world requires a 

strong civil society. This concept, which has become cliche over time, primarily deals with 
the institutions necessary for the functioning of a state, any state. Even a state that uses the 
most strict criterion of ethnicity must maintain a civil society that undergirds that idea. All 
states and governments must, in some way, provide the population with institutions that give 
regularity and law to social forces regardless of their origin.

The great issue in building the new Russia is membership. In Ukraine, for example, 
the proverbial distinction between east and west Ukraine has almost torn the country apart. 
Western Ukraine is seen as pro-western,. Eastern Ukraine seen as pro-Russian. In Russia's 
case, the Eurasianists do not normally use an ethnic criterion of membership, but would 
rebuild Russia as a federation of ethnic groups that can serve to check and balance each other 
(Sengupta, 2009).

Even if Russian foreign policy were to center around gathering all Russian speaking 
areas under Moscow, this would not free the state from the rule of law or basic representative 
institutions. There is no clear connection between liberalism and representation, that is, there 
is no reason to believe that a democratic government is necessarily a representative 
government. The Russian nationalist movement  in general, and Eurasianists in particular, 
normally holds that liberalism is about ideology and the interests of capital, not the protection
of rights. A state can be highly representative without being a democracy, and a democracy 



can enshrine an oligarchy rather than “the people.” The Eurasianists are fairly cynical about 
western claims to tolerance and “universal values.”

Representation, at its root, is the “matching” of a constitution to domestic ideas of 
justice. A constitution is more than a scrap of paper. It is a living mode of thought that is 
meant to bind a community together in a world of shared ideas. Laws cannot come from mere
self-interest or utility, but must be representative of the popular will. Popular wills are not 
necessarily manifest in elections, but show the broader contours of social life over time. The 
General Will is the public good, and its differs, as in the work of Rousseau, from the mere 
counting of votes and might even be opposed to it.

Even more, a strong, new Russia requires an educational system that creates a firm 
foundation to the constitutional order. Education in the Eurasianist case should be tilted 
towards that which is useful for the society as a whole, rather than the liberal arts as a broad 
category of “classics.” The idea is that education brings students into the constitutional order 
and both, taken together, form a strong sense of national identity; a linguistic and cultural 
bond that brings people together in shared responsibility rather than abstract rights.

This concept of constitution is central to foreign policy because when “Russia” acts 
on the world stage, there must be some important and significant entity that is called 
“Russia.” The Eurasianist looks askance at the United States acting on the world stage for 
democracy and human rights. These are abstractions. For the Russian Eurasianist in 2012, the
U.S. acts for the interest of the corporate bodies who control her (Sengupta, 2009).

Dugin, in his article on National Bolshevism, reduces the Eurasian-socialist idea to 
three:

1. For development according to Russian tradition, socialism, ethnic roots and a 
adhesion to the constants in Russian history. These include the mir, sobornost', a 
rejection of utility, universalism and the imperial idea.

2. Towards the restoration of the values of Old Russia, traditional spiritual culture and 
the doctrine of “The Third Rome.”

3. To build a society without classes, toward brotherhood, equality, solidarity and justice.
It is a combination of the social ideals of the populists, communists, socialists, and the
national anarchist revolutionary tradition (Dugin, 2004).

V. Regionalism and Democracy
Regionalism is significant for Russia given her immense geographic distinctions. 

Eurasianism usually supports a strong sense of regional identity to balance centralized 
institutions. Regionalism for Russia has been an important problem since the Yeltsin 
administration because these were considered the more corrupt parts of the Russian polity. 
Regional governments were (and are) seen as the weak spots on the Russian body politic 
because of the older, clan-based models of both patronage and rent-seeking.

In the work of professors Phyllis Dininio and Robert Ortung, regional corruption has 
been the Achilles heel of Russia as a polity. In their 2005 article on the subject, there are two 
overpowering variables dealing with the regional idea: first, the size of the government and, 
second, the level of economic development. If Eurasianism is to enshrine regionalism as an 
essential part of its doctrine, then the problems of regional corruption need to be faced. While
Putin has long promises to deal strongly with corruption, regional elites have been dug in 
through control over patronage and raw materials. In fact, the Dininio and Ortung thesis is 
that rent seeking increases in areas of great raw material production. 

Corruption provides a great incentive to develop central institutions. The typical 
Eurasianist view is that internal moral virtues are just as important as external institutions. 
The “spiritual bonds” that the Eurasianist movement harps on continually is about the ability 
of local institutions to form virtuous citizens. A virtuous public would do well under even the 



worst form of government. In Russia's case, internal virtue is needed to rebuild institutions 
since the decay of the state in the early 1990s. 

Corrupt regions in Russia can be traced to large bureaucracies, tightly centralized, that
can serve as rent protection for raw materials. The basic corrupt practice is that the 
bureaucrats use their access to the halls of power to charge a premium for those wishing to 
exploit or profit from it. This, in turn, strengthens the forces of disintegration and weakens 
the forces of the national will. While regionalism is important to the Eurasianist movement, it
can never be the “cover” for an elite seeking to profit at the expense of the broader economy 
(Dininio and Ortung, 2005).

Regional corruption is an ideological issue for both the Eurasianists and the Putin 
government because both share the sense of a strong central authority that represents a well 
integrated regional identity. Regional identity and proper central representation are not 
opposites, but rather require each other to function. Putin's 2005 attempt to appoint certain 
regional leaders was seen as a way to correct this imbalance, yet, for the most part, American 
media treatment of the move was negative (Robertson, 2009)

Another reason why the regional idea is important is because it connects Russia to its 
“near abroad.” In a real sense, these can be called “regions” since—at least—they contain a 
certain proportion of Russian speakers. Ukraine is a powerful case in point. Ukraine was the 
center of the older Imperial state because her fertility fed the rest of Russia. To destabilize 
Ukraine and force it away from Russia is to wound Moscow tremendously. Ukraine is a 
region in the eyes of the Eurasianist, a region with legitimate cultural aspirations. Yet, there is
no reason why she should remove herself from the Russian embrace and become the main 
agricultural supplier to the EU as a regional dependency (Shulman, 2005 and Bukkvoll, 
1997).

Ukraine and other “regions” of the Russian near abroad show the significance of 
regionalism for Russian foreign policy. Eurasianism—and to a great extent the Putin 
presidency—wants to see a different sort of sovereignty. The Ukrainian national idea saw the 
world in black and while: either independence or empire. The Eurasianist sees it differently. 
As there is a “third way” in economics, there is also a third way in sovereignty, one that does 
not posit independence and empire as opposites, but rather as counterparts. In this case, a 
federative Russia sees Ukraine and Belarus retain basic control over internal cultural policy 
while serving a loose confederation of independent powers. Basic legislation is in the hands 
of regional elites, while foreign policy is maintained in Moscow. These federative concepts 
are a crucial element of Eurasian foreign policy, especially since both Ukraine and Russia 
have an active role in the Caucuses mountains. In both cases, the Slavic and Turkic 
connection is clear – the Slavs will be dealing with Asians as equal partners within a single 
“civilizational space” (Sangupta, 2009)

Ukrainian foreign policy as compared with the Russia shows many areas of overlap 
that display the significance of Eurasianism even for Kiev. Ukraine sees Russia the way the 
Eurasianists do – as a powerful empire and civilization more than a nation state. On the other 
hand, Kiev sees itself as a “central European” state using and manifesting certain parts of 
Russian Slavdom for its own purposes. Ukrainian foreign policy centers around making sense
out of the competing demands of Moscow and the western powers, whether in Washington or
Brussels. The seemingly unending recession and depression since 2007 is making the western
option that much less appealing. The Eurasianist—naturally—sees southern and eastern Asia 
to be the future. If Ukraine s to “turn to the west,” she might be turning to a moribund body 
too indebted to help her development. Eurasianists can easily point to the apparently terminal 
stage of western capitalism and seek compensation in Asia (MacFarlane, 2006).

Ukraine and Russia both need to deal with regions. In Ukraine, the far Eastern coal 



and steel areas remain staunch Russian supporters and, to a great extent, neo-communists. 
These do not want a recreation of the Russian empire, but seek an independent Ukraine in 
fraternal union with Belarus and Russia, creating a Slavic colossus and trading empire the 
west must respect on the world stage. 

Ukraine and Belarus, in the Eurasian idea, are integral parts of a broader Russian 
federation. Such a federation is based on spiritual bonds and cultural history rather than 
economic self interest. Abstractions like rights and fraternity make no sense unless the 
spiritual bonds of the whole can be found in them. The concept of “home and hearth” is far 
more than a mere slogan of the bankrupt, but is crucial for any functional policy. Political 
debate implies a great level of commitment and consensus. Foundational issues must be 
settled before there can be any common ground to debate. 

VI. Conclusions
The Eurasian idea is central to Russian politics. While still only partially digested by 

western writers, Russians have been concerned with rebuilding. From the dust and ashes of 
an old empire a new identity is being forged, and, judging by the popularity of Vladimir 
Putin, the basic elements of Eurasianism seem to be significant (Kullberg and Zimmerman, 
1999). The slavish imitation of the west is not an option, nor is going back to some kind of 
central control. The non-aligned movement, regionalism and the battles against corruption are
but three pillars in a basic domestic and foreign policy that is to institutionalized many 
Eurasianist concepts. 

In conclusion, we can see several things developing:

1. Russia will not copy the west. The Yeltsin administration saw a huge proportion of the
Russian economy shipped to foreign bank accounts and be taken over by those who 
had no hand in creating it. Democracy can be a dirty word in Russia since it is the 
system partially imposed by Boris Yeltsin. It just meant that the well connected were 
able to take advantage of the vacuum in both political and economic power.

2. Eurasianism is a popular and coherent option. Russia increasingly sees the west to be 
bankrupt, both literally and figuratively. The rebuilding process itself—similar to the 
1960s decolonization movement in Africa—requires both a strong state and a 
significant sense of membership.

3. The state will continue to be an important part of the national economy. This is 
especially the case in areas such as oil and natural gas. The state will continue to own 
enterprises and can compete with cooperative and private ownership. Simple 
economic self-interest can never be the foundation of a national economy. The 
common good (represented y the state, albeit imperfectly) is equally as important as 
efficiency.

4. The west is in trouble, and is likely to continue in trouble. Her debt is massive, and 
her dependence on foreign oil equally so. Increasingly large trade deficits with China 
are the price she has paid for her retail prosperity. To think that the “western option” is
an obvious or automatic one for Russia is absurd. The Eurasianists have a point when 
they stress the significance of the east in terms of economic potential. 

The shocking ignorance of American intellectuals trying to grapple with Eurasian 
concepts they do not understand underscores Dugin's main concerns. The US does not have 
the conceptual apparatus to properly understand the sweeping ontology of Eurasianiam. 
Western and westernized writers, such as Gene Veith, Doug Sanders, Anton Barbashin, 
Hannah Thoburn, and Anton Shekhovtsov display a disgraceful ignorance born of two things:



first, their utter lack of intellectual preparation for the ontology and metaphysics of Dugin or 
anyone else outside of the western mainstream, and just as importantly, the fact that few of 
their readers know any better. This latter problem is everywhere, and gives the above a 
license to write as they please. This both frees them from actual understanding and insulates 
them from serious criticism. 

Since Eurasianism does not proceed from familiar journalistic cliches and pseudo-
academic pretension, they do not have a framework to understand – let alone criticize – any 
of the views laid out. It shows the total collapse of serious thought in the pursuit of 
recognition as an “intellectual.” These are the residue of mass society and the collapse of 
intellectual honesty.
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